ABSTRACT. If u £ C(R ) is a solution of the convolution equation S * u = /, f £ 3)(/?"), with some suitable S £ S (Rn), then u £ 2)(R"), provided 22 decays sufficiently fast at infinity.
Introduction.
The purpose is to solve the Liouville type problem in the con- (i) The null set, N(f) = {çf £ R": /(çf ) = O], of / is nonempty; (ii) grad /(cf ) / 0 for each çf £ N(f).
For such a function /, we have the Inverse Mapping Theorem recalled as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose at çf e N(f), df(Ç)/df. 4 0 for some j, 1 < j < n.
Then there is a C°°-diffeomorphism t = Kef), defined by I. = /(çf) and t' = çf' with t = «,,• • • tt. ,, /. .j»-• • ft ), which maps a neighborhood U in R" of çfn onto a ball Bi(c s (,g , with Kçf0) as the center and e (çfQ ) as the radius. Moreover, its inverse mapping çf = çf(t), defined by çf. = çf.(z"), çf' = t', is also a C^-diffeomorphism.
Hence N(f) is a C°°-manifold and the volume element zitf in R" can be expressed z>(í)
In general, for any çfQ £ N(f), we have z7cf = dSq ■ dq, with \q\ < e(çfQ), for ail çf e Uç . We call dSq the surface element of N(f -q). Here N(¡ -q) = {çf £R":f($ = q\, q £ R1. Vfe f C Ufe Let )£s, y, be two functions in 2)(R"') such that 0 < xs < 1, Y =1 on W& g, Supp y,. C V6 f, and such that 0 < x¡ < L Y; = 1 on V¿ f and Supp y, C
Ub.e ' (T°"(fe), <f>) = (T, cpaib)), cie3)(R"). For a given unit vector co £ R" and fixed number q, \q\ < e, there are finite number of points p.iq, co) on NbiS -q) at which the normal of Nfc(5 -q) is co provided k = n -1. In case 0 < k < n -I, the situation is no more true. There is a compact set A of points on N AS -q) satisfying the property if co is in the direc- 
when (|x|cd, |y|d)') -* *> 272 the direction (u>, co'). Here co, co' are any pair of unit vectors in R" if k = n -1 and are a pair of unit vectors in Q,, which is £l(q) in Theorem 1.2 which is independent of q with \q\ < e if k < n -1. Then when x -> 00,
for some d < k/2, provided a, / 0; 072 the other hand, when x -»00, defined as a (çf ) = a(çf -77). Then if a * v is well defined for two distributions a and v in 3)'(P") we have Hence for each 77 £ R", u is a solution of (3.1) if a is. This completes the proof.
By this lemma, we want to discuss a uniqueness property of homogeneous convolution equations (2.1).
Lemma 3.2. Let S £ E , be a distribution and u be a solution of the convolu- Before proving the lemma, we recall some properties from Avner Friedman [9] about convolutions which are needed later. All the previous discussion from §1 is a kind of preparation to prove the consequences we will get here, although each of the preceding results has its own interest.
We discuss now the uniqueness problem.
We consider the distribution S £ fe'(R") satisfying the following two conditions:
(I) There is a factor @ of S such that Nie) / 0. Remark. If we let S = P(D)8, D = -id/dx, as an application, with differen- We recall, further, some idea from Leon Ehrenpreis This completes the proof.
As an application of the criterion, we answer the question raised at the beginning of this section. Before the end of this paper, we want to recall 
